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Right School Right Place 

 
 
 
 

 
Hertfordshire County Council 
Spatial Planning and Economy Unit 
CHN216, County Hall 
Hertford, 
Hertfordshire.  SG13 8DN 
 
F.A.O.       

 
Your ref:  PL\0866\17 

8 December 2017 
 
Dear Sir, 
 
Re: Proposed new 6FE school buildings and associated development at Land 
to the north of Lower Luton Road, Harpenden, Herts. ref: PL\0866\17. 
 
Further to our letter of 16 November 2017, in which we wrote to you identifying: 
 

 We are a residents group, representing over 1,000 local residents - details  
provided in our letter of 16 November 2017. 

 We strongly object to the proposals.  
 That the Planning Application included a substantial number of 

documents, which on review revealed a significant number of errors and 
omissions.   

 A need for mitigation on response times to allow proper consideration of 
matters arising from errors and omissions. 

 Significant new material was added close to the submission date (between 
7 -13 November 2017), for which we considered there was insufficient 
review time 

 Our intention  to continue our analysis of the material and to make a further 
submission(s) 

 We have no option but to apply a high level of assumption to our review, 
and that will be noted on our comments.   
 

We now write to you with the first part of continued analysis, which concerns 
Education Needs Assessment, highlighted as an issue in our submission of 16 
November 2017 under the general heading “National Planning Policy Framework 
and Very Special Circumstances”.   
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We have reviewed the additional material provided, found that it falls short of a 
complete answer to the questions raised, which has obliged us to research other 
material and where necessary make assumptions for gaps in the support material.  
As such we maintain our view that inadequate information has been provided, 
that this is prejudicial to a fair assessment of the application and therefore have to 
maintain our objection to the application.  In our main response we linked this 
matter to the Transport assessment – this response deals solely with the 
Education Needs – the relationship for transport requirements remains as stated 
and this matter will be addressed as a separate topic.  The assessment of the new 
material and the consequent reasons our objections are set out below. 
 

Educational Needs Assessment, Schools Planning / Forecasting and 
impact relating to National Planning Policy Framework and Very Special 
Circumstances 

 
RSRP raised the questions about aspects of the Planning Application as the matter 
progressed and it identified a number of concerns including matters relating to 
the Education Needs Statement as published in support of the Application.  Points 
were raised in letters dated 16 October 2017 and 18 October 2017 – these are 
included at Appendix 1 along with comments added at time of submission of main 
objection (16 November 2017).  Relevant sections have been highlighted for ease 
of reference. 
 
In respect of the Education Needs Statement, further evidence was posted in the 
form of a letter dated 8 November 2017, posted to the HCC Planning Portal on 10 
November 2017 (Education Need_HCC letter 08 November 2017.pdf in 
Documents / Further Information folder of HCC web portal).  The letter is 
authored by                    , Principal Planning Officer, Development Services which is 
understood to be within a separate department than Schools Planning.  It is 
unclear whether the school place planning is therefore undertaken by Education 
Officers or other Officers.  Taking the points raised in previous submissions the 
additional material covers the points raised as follows: 

 ‘missing section 3.1’ (noted in letter 16 October 2017) – not addressed – 
lack of cross reference is that this is a compilation error or removal of a 
section by applicant that they do not rely on.  

 Appendices and referencing (noted 16 October 2017) – partial reference 
occurs in section 6.1 (appears to be to Appendix A2).  It is assumed that 
Appendix A1 should have been referenced from either or both sections 
3.22 and 6.2.  It is noted that the statement at Appendix A1 is in effect from 
the partner schools to the school proposed in the Application and that the 
relationship is formalized in a Multi-Academy Trust for the four schools. 

 Previous Education Needs Statements were noted as absent (letter 18 
October 2017).  It is further noted none have been volunteered in evidence 
by HCC, nor has any reference been made to such assessments in the 
Matthew Wilson letter.  It is noted that the comparative site assessment 
exercise undertaken in Summer/Autumn 2014 and published in February 
2015 by HCC included reference to an Educational Needs Assessment.  
While this was referred to in the briefing documents used to commission 
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the work and would be expected to have been a cornerstone of that work, 
no Needs Assessment was available when the work was awarded by HCC 
to Vincent & Gorbing and ultimately a Draft version of Needs Assessment 
was issued with the final suite of reports – many of which have been 
submitted in support of this application.  The 2015 Needs Assessment 
document is still available in the School Planning section of 
hertfordshire.gov.uk website, under new schools, Harpenden. The link for 
this is www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/media-library/documents/schools-and-
education/school-planning/harpenden-–-assessment-of-education-
need.pdf - it should be noted this document is undated in its current form, 
a copy has been included as Appendix 2 and appended to this submission.  
Comparative analysis and the reason for undertaking this is included later 
in this representation.  No other Needs Assessment for this area has been 
located.  As there is considerable reliance placed on the Comparative Site 
Assessment it is inexplicable why the applicants, one of whom prepared 
the assessment, have chosen not to forward this evidence in support of that 
work. 

 Letter confirms HCC uses forecasting for Schools Planning, confirms 
methodology and use of modelling without specific reference to whether 
any planning or forecasting models are bespoke or commercially available.  
It is implied that no changes in methodology have occurred and the 
principles of the process are well established.  However the Schools 
Planning webpages in HCC website carry a statement about 2017/18 
forecasts which were not available publicly at time of submission of the 
Planning Application.  The wording of the statement on the website is given 
at Appendix 3.  It appears the data used in the Planning Application is from 
a new forecasting system which the statement suggests is based on the 
same areas and uses the same data sets – however it stops short of saying 
whether the methodology is preserved and indicates that the new 
forecasting system is being bedded in.  It is difficult to comprehend why 
such a system has not been parallel run with the previous system and 
results compared and any differences fully explored.  Such testing, 
particularly on non-time critical systems which are used once / twice per 
year, would generally be expected to be undertaken and accuracy of a fully 
functioning new system proven before it is adopted.  In this instance the 
web page identifies that the new system has produced limited output – 4 
years instead of 11 years – except for Harpenden where additional years 
have been extracted and then, as the letter and the current assessment 
state, further manipulated.  It is incomprehensible that the letter fails to 
mention the use of a new system and fails to reconcile significant 
differences to results that were published in the public domain by HCC at 
the time of the launch of this application.  Further there are manipulations 
to the Harpenden data which by definition would have counter measures 
to reduce forecast demand in other adjacent areas – no evidence is 
provided by HCC to substantiate the balancing re-allocations.  It is 
impossible therefore to place any faith in the figures quoted in support of 
the application – the statement (on the webpages) suggesting that figures 
for a longer time period will be available after the planning application is 

http://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/media-library/documents/schools-and-education/school-planning/harpenden-–-assessment-of-education-need.pdf
http://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/media-library/documents/schools-and-education/school-planning/harpenden-–-assessment-of-education-need.pdf
http://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/media-library/documents/schools-and-education/school-planning/harpenden-–-assessment-of-education-need.pdf
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heard creates further suspicion and without verification it would be unsafe 
to progress on the basis of the information provided. 

 The lack of detail concerning the adjustments made has been addressed in 
the letter, partly by reiteration of sections 3.7-3.9 which in turn are 
supported by specific information.  As RSRP had previously expressed 
some views and there are other relevant considerations, this matter is 
addressed separately within this representation. 

 It is noted that no information is offered to the point raised in our letter of 
18 October relating to any review and approval, delegated or otherwise, 
for departure from accepted practice to bespoke adjustments.  It can only 
be assumed that no such approval was either sought or given for the 
specific adjustments.  Of perhaps greater concern is that RSRP has 
reviewed Education Panel minutes over a long period and can find no 
reference to, or approval of, the introduction of a new forecasting / 
modelling system for Schools Planning.  The implication is that either the 
new system is unapproved and, apparently, untested or that the previous 
system, which HCC has openly relied upon without any declared need to 
use bespoke adjustments, has been found to be unreliable or not fit for 
purpose.  If this is the case then the previous basis for judging the need for 
a school and its location, as put forward in 2011 and reinforced in 2015, 
has to be questioned as it would have been unreliable. 

 The point raised (18 October) about the related item in traffic / transport 
area – the provision of Appendix 7 of that suite of information, has been 
addressed separately by the addition of missing Appendices for the 
Transport Assessment on 7 November 2017 (declared date of upload) and 
is primarily dealt with in a separate topic area. 

 
                  ’s letter of 8 November 2017 also introduced some additional 
information viz: 
 

 Forecasts are declared as having been produced and publicly available 
since 2009.  Similarly reference is made to ‘Meeting the Rising Demand’ 
report initially produced first in 2009.  RSRP agree there is strong evidence 
that such documents have been made available and would add that the 
‘Meeting the Rising Demand’ report has grown into a regular document 
which extracts information from forecasts and presents this annually along 
with a bullet point summary of actions, planned action and, from time to 
time, officer opinion.  This has generally been produced on a minimum 
annual basis and has been produced for both Secondary and Primary 
Schools.  It should be noted however that there is generally only the current 
year accessible to public for forecasts, although some Rising Demand 
reports are available through attachments and links within previous 
Cabinet/Cabinet Panel meetings.  It should be noted that at the launch of 
this application the forecast data was, as previously noted by RSRP, the 
Summer 2016-17 forecast and the related Meeting the Rising Demand 
Report (2016-17).  These versions prevailed as HCC’s current versions in 
the public domain for at least the first half of the declared Application 
determination period, and a greater proportion of the public consultation 
period.  Appendices 4A and 4B contain the ‘Meeting the Rising Demand 
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Reports’ for Secondary schooling in Hertfordshire from 2010 and 2016, the 
latter version being the current report at the time of issue of the Planning 
Application.  In practice following the move to the new forecasting system 
announced in late October / early 2017 (see above) the ‘Meeting the Rising 
Demand Reports’ for both Primary and Secondary have been removed 
from HCC website.  No replacement has been issued (to date) and therefore 
the 2016 issue remains the current guidance issued by HCC – it shows on 
page 11 the Harpenden (EPA) projected shortfall shows a significant short 
term issue before a drop off to near matching (3 current schools capacity) 
at the end of the period – in essence no long term demand.  Neighbouring 
St Albans (EPA) is shown at page 27, with a peak period predicted at a 
slightly smaller scale than Harpenden (in absolute terms) about 3-4 years 
later than that of Harpenden.  In essence the forecast system, on which HCC 
have placed considerable reliance, shows a demand for approximately one 
school over the forecast period, initially in the Harpenden EPA and 
progressively moving to the St Albans EPA.  As the application identifies 
significant movement between Harpenden EPA and St Albans EPA, which 
in practice are considered part of the same larger Priority area for 
allocation purposes, this raises the question of whether any build should 
be sited in a location that is readily accessible to meet both area shortfalls 
over the course of time.  No such consideration has been entertained by 
HCC. 

 Modelling Assumptions stated are comprehensive and key approach 
appears to have been to emulate what 2014-16 period would have been 
like if had followed 2011-13 profile.  The 3-2-1 weighting is taken as giving 
3x weight to most recent year, 2x weight to previous and 1x to the initial 
year in a batch of three.  It is understood that some manipulation has been 
made to individual lines, namely where Hitchin single sex schools took 
more than in 2016-17 two year average in the period 2011-13 this was 
adjusted back to the 2016-17 average of 10.5.  Similarly St Albans was 
adjusted in the same period (2011-13) by the removal of Sandringham 
cohorts of Harpenden EPA children, with any ‘high priority’ allocations 
added back.  In this case the definition of ‘high priority’ includes the non-
geographic categories up to ‘Sibling’.  It is assumed that the modelling 
assumptions effectively removed any Wheathampstead resident children 
who qualified for places at the school under the next category of allocation 
– ‘children for whom it is their nearest school in the priority area’.  
Appendix 5 contains data extracted from Allocations summaries published 
each year by Hertfordshire County Council – this shows that Sandringham 
School accepted pupils from 4 - 4.3km distant in the category of nearest 
school in priority area, which corresponds to the South East of 
Wheathampstead village.  Reference to HCC’s nearest school finder 
suggests houses in this area have Sandringham as nearest school in priority 
area, and that for prospective pupils living in the area Sandringham School 
is likely to be a higher choice than any Harpenden School as there is a 
greater priority given to application to that school.  Any data manipulation 
that removes this – as it appears is the case in this manipulation when all 
Sandringham entries, except ‘high priority’ were removed from the 
‘outside’ area (relative to Harpenden EPA) and added to the Harpenden 
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Schools totals for the purposes of calculating the adjustment – is 
questionable as it will artificially inflate the difference by not applying the 
same conditions to period 2011-13 as are applied to 2014-16.  The aim of 
the adjustment is clear – HCC have sought to recreate 2011-13 conditions 
within 2014-16 data by pro-rating the later data to achieve the same 
percentage ‘local’ attendance at local schools as might have been expected 
had there not been a shortage of places.  However for the reasons outlined 
above HCC appear to have over compensated by not retaining the 
allocation system factor above.  A ‘raw’ calculation would suggest a 5.8% 
uplift in Harpenden EPA planning figures, while the adjusted figures lift 
this by 50% to generate an 8.7% adjustment.   

 
In our representation dated 16 November 2017 we identified areas of concern 
surrounding the Needs Assessment having had the opportunity for a brief review 
of the material in Mr Wilson’s letter – having had the opportunity to further 
examine this new material, we remain convinced of the concerns voiced and will 
now develop these with reference to supporting evidence.   
 

Forecasting System and its role in determining Need 
 
HCC declare that they treat the Harpenden Education Planning Area (EPA) as a 
single area in all aspects of planning at Secondary Schools Level.   This goes to the 
heart of the flaws in the forecasting system.  Appendix 6 outlines a submission 
made to SADC in Autumn 2016, it followed points made as a public question to the 
Planning Policy Committee in September 2016, where further explanation was 
requested to support numbers quoted.  Specifically the review notes that nearly 
40% of pupils in the Harpenden EPA are resident outside the Town / greater Town 
boundary – a level at which Harpenden overprovides school places for residents 
in the Town in absolute terms, but where provision is made for pupils outside the 
Town.  This situation arose when the original area’s five secondary schools were 
reduced to three in response to (then) reducing rolls and a progressive move to 
preferring larger schools.   
 
Appendix 6A provides detailed arguments, largely based on HCC published data, 
on a number of anomalies.  Some of these are highlighted within the document.  
The core points that emerge from the review are: 

 The use/description of Harpenden Education Planning Area as 
‘Harpenden’ is highly misleading.  The only information published with 
detail of the residence of pupils appears in 2015, published as a document 
to inform the transport planners engaged at that time.  It takes 5 years of 
Primary School attendance – 4 in school, 1 allocated places.  This is divided 
into areas, seven of which provide an ‘extended view of Harpenden Town 
– extended by overlap of territories into parts of neighbouring parishes 
that abut Harpenden.  These provide clear evidence that whatever level of 
demand (need) is expected the contingent from Harpenden Town 
(extended) is never more than 499.  In practice the peak year on the basis 
of the 2016-17 forecast – the last year HCC employed its longstanding 
acknowledged system – had a pro-rated expected demand of 455 pupils 
from ‘Town’.  In most years the expectation is of between 400 and 450 
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Harpenden Town pupils.  Typically at least 100 pupils are expected to 
travel in from each year group - based on three schools and this rises to up 
to 300 in peak years and a minimum of 250 in most other years under the 
scenario of a fourth school in Harpenden. 

 As illustrated in HCC’s analysis there are 5 sub areas of planning at Primary 
level – these show concentrations of pupils in the areas to the North East 
and to the North West of Harpenden.  In the lowest scenario in recent 
forecast figures – 576 in the final tear of 2016-17 Summer forecast, the 
scenario that HCC had published at the time the application was made, the 
predicted demand from HCC (applying their Education Planning 
methodology) was slightly below two schools’ capacity from Harpenden 
Town at 350, with the North East area – based on Wheathampstead and 
The Waldens (North Herts District) at 105, and North West at 94.  The 
balance of demand – approximately 1 Form of Entry in this scenario – 
would be expected from Outside the Planning Area split between other 
Hertfordshire EPAs and Out of County (mainly from adjoining Central Beds 
or Luton). 

 The proportions are entirely in line with applications data which typically 
show just over 60% of applicants in the EPA are Harpenden Town 
residents.  The same sources have identified over 100 applications to 
Primary per annum from Wheathampstead parish residents to Primary 
schools, although until recently only 70 places were provided in the parish.  
Wheathampstead is the largest concentration of pupils outside Harpenden 
Town, the other North East sources are the Villages between 
Wheathampstead and Hitchin and typically these areas yield 50 applicants 
– the largest concentration is in Kimpton (typically half the subarea’s 
applicants) and the public transport travel routes from Kimpton, and a 
number of other villages in the sub area, to Harpenden passes through 
Wheathampstead.   

 Numbers to the North West of Harpenden Town are nearly of the same 
scale – Redbourn is the dominant village in the two sub-areas providing 
typically 2.5 FE of applicants, while the other two main sources of 
applications in this segment are Flamstead and Markyate between 
providing 1.5FE minimum.  As with North East villages, the recognized 
public transport travel routes bring pupils to the outskirts of Redbourn en 
route to Harpenden.  However the location of the three schools in 
Harpenden, and more particularly the more central location of Sir John 
Lawes school relative to Roundwood Park, means Redbourn pupils are 
generally able to attain higher rates of entry to Roundwood Park than their 
Wheathampstead counterparts achieve at Sir John Lawes.  

 Overall the characteristics of the area are such that the historic provision 
of 5 schools – 3 in Harpenden, one in Wheathampstead, one in Redbourn 
(the case for most of the second half of the 20th Century) aligned very well 
to actual demand patterns.  The closure of the schools in outlying areas, 
whilst understood from scale economy perspective, did not change the 
dynamic of demographics – it did however remove the choice of local 
schooling from nearly 40% of the pupil base and the current generation 
has grown up with little option but to travel in to Harpenden.  This single 
choice of location, effectively created and imposed by Herts County 
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Council, has been wrongly interpreted as an over-riding preference on the 
part of village resident parents to have education in Harpenden – it is 
simply a no choice scenario.  In practice the closure of Wheathampstead 
school led to parental preference for schooling in St Albans over 
Harpenden at that time, with places being created at Sandringham school 
for those displaced from Wheathampstead.  In reality the South east corner 
of the village is deemed to be nearer to Sandringham than it is to any 
Harpenden School and bus services from the village towards St Albans all 
pass close to the school. 

 In its Consultation response to SADC in late 2010 (Appendix 6C) HCC 
identify the potential for additional primary capacity in Wheathampsted 
(section 5.18) lifting the local provision for the village alone to 3.0FE – this 
is described as being in case there were windfall housing needs generating 
places, but came at a time when HCC were concluding a deal for the sale of 
the former secondary school buildings for conversion into just such 
windfall housing development.   

 The same document cross referenced a separate submission relating to 
Secondary School provision from HCC to SADC, and cited at 5.11-5.12 that 
HCC were seeking education allocations on land adjoining Roundwood 
Park school site and an unspecified site to the East of Harpenden – both 
were seen as potentially contributing to secondary and primary needs 
going forward, No sites other than those adjoining Harpenden urban area 
were apparently considered.   

 2010/11 however was not the first occasion on which HCC had considered 
both the issues of providing education in medium size village areas and 
how its forecasting system addressed this.  In 2006 there had been 
significant issues in attaining secondary school places for children in 
Harpenden EPA.  Such was the scale of concern that HCC commissioned an 
Overview and Scrutiny review under urgent requirements.  This took place 
between allocations announcement Spring 2006) and Autumn 2006.  The 
final report of the Committee was published in October 2006 and is 
included as Appendix 7.  Attention is drawn to the 12 recommendations 
within the report  and particularly recommendation no. 3 which was:  
 
“That CSF introduces a more ‘granular’ level of modelling (e.g. parish) for ‘hot 
spot’ areas and that the result of the modelling be factored into the final planning 
of places”  
 

All recommendations were fully accepted by the Council, yet no mention is 
made of them in either the report to SADC (Appendix 6C) or the more 
detailed report that comprised the Secondary School provision review – an 
abridged version of which is included as Appendix 8.  Attention is drawn to 
Section 2 of this report, which summarises the need for additional places 
in both St Albans and Harpenden EPAs – no mention is made of need that 
has been considered at the more granular (parish) level identified in the 
report.  Events of 2006 are noted in the form of additional provision of 
places at one school with no mention of the circumstances that led to such 
provision (and a Scrutiny review into failings on the Planning and 
Allocation systems).  In fact the only noted figure there was an expected 
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demand for 664 places for 2019/20 entry – an approximate 10% increase 
in forecast need from initial announcement and a figure which HCC 
subsequently further increased to 820 (a further 25% increase) at time of 
submission of the Trust’s application to found the school in late 2014, 
before falling back to 749 for the same year of entry in the 2016/17 
forecast data that was current when the application was submitted. 
 
In fact there is little reference to the implementation of the Scrutiny 
Committee’s 2006 findings in any HCC record – some follow up asking for, 
and expressing frustration at the lack of, progress is recorded in committee 
minutes in 2007.  By 2009 and the introduction of the ‘meeting the Rising 
Demand’ reports there is no mention of granular planning at secondary 
level and the evidence that is in the public domain is all at EPA summary 
level.  Challenges made to HCC to provide more detailed responses, or at 
least demonstrate awareness of localized factors, have met with a blank 
response and can it only be concluded from the evidence available that HCC 
failed to implement the recommendations in respect of granular planning. 
 
The Scrutiny identified high risks of failing to properly plan to meet need 
by failing to address the (school place) planning in an appropriate manner.  
This project represents the first secondary school implementation that 
HCC has brought forward since that report (and indeed for some time prior 
to that) and illustrates not only a lack of competence in establishing a 
requirements base but a flagrant disregard for taking account of identified 
risk and mitigation measures – in essence the Scrutiny report identified a 
recipe for failure and this project represents the delivery of that failure. 

 The original report in January 2011, presented too late for public review in 
the SADC process, identified at the outset under a section entitled 
Hertfordshire’s preferred model (section 2.12) that “Hertfordshire County 
Council’s preferred secondary school size is between 6‐10 forms of entry 

(FE) although it is recognised that smaller models of 4‐6FE should not be 

discounted as potential education models (particularly in respect of the 
Government’s approach to Free Schools).”  It failed to link the potential for 
4-6FE schools, capable of growth to minimum level of HCC preference, in 
moderate density areas within ‘hotspots’ (Hotspot was the term used to 
describe areas such as Harpenden with demand based concerns for school 
planning and place provision – the Scrutiny (Appendix 7) indicated 
Hertfordshire was likely to have a number of such areas. 

In practice, Freedom of Information requests suggest HCC were quickly 
dismissive of potential consideration of a medium sized school for 
Wheathampstead – and that the dismissal (April 2010 in formative stage of 
briefing Vincent and Gorbing) was based on an oversimplified 
consideration that Wheathampstead had only 2.5FE Primary school 
provision – omitting to take account of planned growth (then 30%), further 
demand in East of area (Waldens) and that the schools planning approach 
had led to all new primary provision being delivered in Harpenden Town 
to the point of large excesses there and shortfalls in both Wheathampstead 
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and Redbourn – the planning system at this stage counted pupils where 
they went to school not where they lived. 

It is noted that at this stage HCC do not appear to have produced a Needs 
Assessment, relying wholly on their forecasts.  As noted earlier the Needs 
Assessment eventually produced with the 2015 review, again by Vincent 
and Gorbing, appears to have a Needs Assessment that was produced at the 
end of the review rather than being the key document informing and giving 
purpose to the review – this leads the observer to think that the answer 
came first and the question was crafted to fit the answer. 

 The failings of HCC’s school planning system in its unmodified form (pre 
Scrutiny recommendations) are further noted in the submission to SADC 
(Appendix 6A).  This highlights the only other Secondary School 
development to be brought forward in the area (SADC) which was a parent-
driven proposal for a Free School for Secondary pupils at Harperbury.  This 
proposal won DfE approval and was based on demand stemming primarily 
from Radlett, supplemented by Borehamwood, Shenley and South St 
Albans.  Radlett has a similar profile to Wheathampstead – resident pupils 
numbering more than half a preferred HCC school size, no school in the 
immediate vicinity and planned (by HCC) as part of an EPA with a dominant 
town – in this instance Bushey.  This school progressed through the 
foundation process until a site was to be considered – after nearly a year of 
discussion the project was cancelled by the DfE.  On enquiring from the DfE 
about the reasons for cancellation the lead reason cited was that HCC 
(Schools Planning) had stated there was no demand for the school.  In 
practice at the same time as providing this statement, HCC were providing 
demand / need statements in support of the Croxley Danes Secondary 
school – a project instigated and promoted by HCC at the same time as 
Harpenden’s secondary school.  In the support for the Croxley project HCC 
have identified high demand from an area it classes as South West Herts, 
being Rickmansworth, Watford and Bushey EPAs.  HCC cited a shortfall of 
16 FE in support of the Croxley school, which will provide 6 FE with 
potential to increase to 8FE.  The shortfall included all Bushey EPA 
shortfall, and therefore Radlett albeit that the Croxley project is to be 
located west of Watford and Radlett is substantially east.  HCC provided 
information to the schools consultation and to SADC through Local Plan to 
the effect that the Harperbury cohort would be satisfied by Croxley Danes 
and that there was no shortfalls in South St Albans bordering Radlett and 
Borehamwood.  The simple math suggested the exact opposite – if as HCC 
postulated a 16 FE shortfall existed, at least 8FE would remain after 
Croxley Green.  Furthermore the location of Radlett, outside the priority 
area for the school and most remote from nearest school consideration, 
would mean the logical pupils that would fail to get places were those at 
Radlett.  The school commenced in a temporary site and have submitted 
actual place information in support of this application.  The submission is 
live at Three Rivers District Council and copy of the allocation information 
is included at Appendix 9.  It shows from an initial entry year there are no 
pupils from Harperbury’s identified territory.  HCC has since advised SADC 
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that there will be a shortfall in south St Albans (for Local Plan purposes).  
In essence HCC’s failure to recognize a hotspot with similar charateristics 
to parts of Harpenden EPA only serves to illustrate the failings of the 
unmodified Planning and forecasting system. 

 HCC presented data to SADC in September 2016 which related to future 
schools sites for potential inclusion in the emerging Local Plan.  It is noted 
that after years of referencing the forecasts as the definitive source of 
information HCC chose, without explanation, to change the basis on which 
they presented information. The data presented not only appeared to be 
non-current (at time of presentation) it did not present the full period of 
available information, conveying an impression of a small decline when in 
practice there was, according to HCC forecast, a substantial decline.  On the 
basis of this SADC gave tacit approval to inclusion of sites in the draft DLP, 
however it was recognized that there were information questions and 
these remain open (last discussions were at officer / member meetings in 
May 2017, which were then reported in July 2017).  The use of different 
methodology in place of the long standing forecast system remains 
unexplained.   

 Despite continuous references to the Forecasting system as the primary 
source of information for forward planning, after the application had been 
submitted HCC declared that they had migrated to a new system (see 
above); there is no description of the reason for the move or mention in 
any Education Panel in recent times; there is no mention of parallel testing 
or whether the results differed and the reasons why.  In essence this 
appears an unexplained and untested change and any output from it has to 
be questionable.  If this was a planned change it failed to address the core 
requirement of the Scrutiny report from 2006 and provide granular 
planning information in a hotspot – this alone would appear to confirm a 
lack of ability or willingness to deliver the changes identified as necessary. 

 
Also within the SADC submission is a further serious unexplained change from 
previous accepted practice.  For long term viability HCC identified in January 2011 
work that the ‘settled’ yield of pupils from housing was 1 FE (Form of Entry) from 
850 houses.  It is also acknowledged that different housing types have different 
yields and that there is a short term peak from new housing which is apparent 
with large scale new developments – HCC have previously identified this as 1 FE 
from 500 new houses which can last for about a decade.  The delivery cycle for 
housing can therefore be important in moderate to large developments, however 
the long term need is the principal driver, and it should be taken into account that 
a major development may have a peak need for a period of time, but then if over-
provided runs the risk of being excessive in the medium to long term.  In the 
Harpenden EPA HCC identified only one large scale development in the previous 
emerging Local Plan that would warrant a stand-alone school – this was the 
proposed developments at Hemel Hempstead East – within SADC area and close 
to Redbourn in the Harpenden EPA – the requirement being driven by a proposal 
for 2,500 new homes.  Curiously this development is not mentioned in the HCC 
Needs Assessment, although other more speculative development thought to be 
under consideration for the next generation of the Plan is referred to.  In practice 
if the planned 2500 house development took place it is likely that excess capacity 
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would be added to the Harpenden EPA – this is likely to be at least 1 FE at absolute 
peak but would for much of its life provide 3FE capacity to the area.  As there is a 
stronger long term case for this capacity it is surprising that HCC chose to ignore 
it, or not to provide an explanation if it is planned to be diverted to address other 
shortfalls. 
 
The original Needs Assessment published in February 2015 as part of the Vincent 
& Gorbing work, and included at Appendix 2, was declared as ‘the basis of any 
planning application process’ (section 1.2) when published.  Apart from accepting 
a comment to change the published version from Draft, HCC declined to take 
questions and comments about this document, deferring comments to a Planning 
Application as and when it occurred.  In the course of emerging planning 
application events organized by the Trust, HCC Officers attending the events 
indicated a new Needs Assessment was required – a form of this has been 
published, but the site selection process to accompany it has been referred to as a 
‘refresh’ i.e. it has not treated the assessment from scratch with a new Needs 
Assessement – in practice this would have been illogical as the emerging plans 
were well developed at the time the Officer declared a new Needs Assessment was 
required – once again this has the appearance of setting the starting point after 
the finish is in sight.  As this assessment is said to have informed the initial site 
selections it is reviewed here for differences and relevant points. 
 

 (3.2) identifies HCC duties as including ‘extending diversity and choice’ – 
different approaches may favour concentration to serve wider areas e.g. 
single sex schools in St Albans serve Harpenden, Redbourn and 
Wheathamstead (The Waldens are obliged to look to Hitchin, while Hemel 
Rural North have no accessible option) – this school promotes a similar 
format to established schools, therefore expectation is to take pupils based 
on geographic factors only. 

 (3.10) highlights issue with planning system – by considering Primary 
pupils where they attend school the system accentuates any existing 
movement from area to area into next tier forecast.  Further any small 
increments in smaller areas will be lost cumulatively if previous 
development has been obliged to attend Primary in adjacent area.  In 
essence there is no reconciliation to residence within the planning system.   

 (4.3) the document fails to identify where the combined total of places 
required falls between the St Albans and Harpenden EPAs.  It further fails 
to identify that the shortfall may move between areas and this favours a 
solution that can readily address both shortfalls (a view expressed 
previously by other lower tier authorities in the area) 

 (4.4) identifies an intent to bring the strategic planning considerations to 
the District Council’s local development framework – it fails to clearly 
identify that HCC and its consultants did not meet the required deadline 
and further that although promising to undertake consultation to cover 
this shortfall (see SADC PPAP Minutes and Attachments 30 November 
2010) HCC failed in this objective also. 

 (4.5) states” The rationale for determining the area for the site search for 
consultant’s review was primarily based on the premise that any new 
provision would need to meet the Director’s 4 Tests. It was considered 
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reasonable to concentrate the search in the area of greatest need and adjacent 
to the largest settlements in that area i.e. the settlements of Harpenden and 
St. Albans …” It goes on to cite reasons including expectation of greater 
housing growth (proportionately) from the District’s towns and city; greater 
vulnerability to fluctuation in demand in villages and that no single village in 
Harpenden EPA could sustain a 6-10FE secondary school.  The comparison 
with Harpenden Town was not made – the Town at that stage had had 
sufficient resident pupils to sustain a little over 2 schools (at 6FE), less than 2 
schools if able to grow intake to 8-10FE.  The third school contingent came 
from out of town – and had been increasing in numbers continuously.  It is 
also the village areas that bore the greatest effect of any shortfalls with must 
lower ranked allocation successes than in Harpenden Town, which has 
consistently been above County average measure.  As noted above HCC had in 
January 2011 stated that 4-6FE was a viable school size – later (4.28) HCC do 
note that Wheathampstead and Waldens (the Eastern sector) have a primary 
PAN total of 152 – effectively 5FE, midpoint of an acceptable size.  However 
volatility is cited as a reason not to pursue – no account is taken of the ability 
of Wheathampstead (as a location) to take up volatility that may affect 
Sandridge on the outskirts of St Albans, nor of the PAN shortfall in 
Wheathampstead itself (vs. parish resident applicants. 

 (4.5,4.22) The final reason for dismissing consideration of sites that are not in 
Harpenden is the stated popularity of Harpenden Schools, and that the three 
schools are clearly preferred by parents – this misses the obvious point that 
there are only Harpenden schools for Harpenden EPA parents to choose from 
in their local area.  In 4.22 the popularity is cited as the three schools having 
received 670 first preference applications.  This reconciles to information 
published by HCC on allocations on 3 March 2014 for 2014/15 entry.  It is 
summarized below: 

 
The 670 figure corresponds to the figure published in the Needs 
Assessment, which went further to say 597 of the applications were from 
the priority area that includes the two qualifying schools – it is unclear 
whether therefore this includes all St Albans as that is the definition of the 
priority area.  It is clear that 73 first preference applications came from 
beyond the priority area, i.e. from much further afield in Hertfordshire or 
from out of County – at approx. 12% this is above HCC norm of 5-10%. It is 
however inexplicable how HCC arrived at a figure of 3,022 total ranked 
allocations for the three schools when their own report indicated 2,141 – 
this appears to be a gross over statement.  It was also noted that 
information supplied by HCC to support the Trust’s application to DfE 
added 120 pupils per year that were attributed to Central Bedfordshire and 

2014/15 Allocation Day 
On time 1st 

Preferences  

Late 1st 

Preferences Total P1s

Total 

Applications

Roundwood Park 221 1 222 708

Sir John Lawes 210 2 212 800

St George's (Day) 235 1 236 633

Total (excl Boarders) 666 4 670 2141

St Geiorge's Boarding 8 8 25

Total 678 2166
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Luton.  No explanation has been offered by the Trust for this number when 
asked in Section 10 Academies Act consultation process. 

 (4.6) comments that HCC submitted to SADC Local Plan process and 
expectation was that this would have made a site allocation for this location 
– as noted above it fails to mention that HCC’s submission was too late for 
inclusion and the matter was not publicly reviewed. 

 (4.17-4.19) as noted previously all analysis is based on PANs (Published 
Admissions Numbers) – once again HCC makes no attempt to reconcile 
School PANs to residence data (published by HCC).  At primary the 
Harpenden Town provision is typically around 100 higher than the 
residents.  While it is noted that one primary school provides the only faith 
school in the wider area, its admissions are 30 per year of which pro-rata 
approx. 12 would be expected to reside in the wider planning area. It has 
since transpired that Wheathampstead as a parish has consistently 
produced over 100 applicants with 45-50 from the Waldens – the 
Wheathampstead primary PAN has only recently been increased from 70 
to 90 – it is considered that sibling effects will mean parents with 
established connections to a Harpenden Town primary will continue to 
apply for a further 5-10 years i.e. it will be well into the next decade before 
changes are fully realized. 

 (4.21,4.23) identified that admissions rules were ‘standard’ for two 
schools, but with a faith consideration St George’s operated a different 
admission policy which prioritised 80% of its places to Harpenden 
residents and 20% to ‘villages’ broadly defined as the remainder of the 
Harpenden EPA. The assessment went on to state it would be difficult to 
justify changes to such long standing arrangements, however St George’s 
did change their admission arrangments the following year, by removing 
the prioritization of 20% for village based children.  In essence it became a 
Harpenden-centric admission policy.  It is expected that this will 
progressively reduce access for village children, effectively displacing them 
to the proposed Katherine Warington school.  A further minor change in 
admissions policy is understood to be imminent for consultation for St 
George’s as this report is prepared. 

 (4.28) a further reason cited for discounting village locations for a 
secondary school is that proximity would create a stronger school network.  
In practice this is a questionable argument – access for those who are local 
may be greater as alternative sites provide for a wider range of extra-
curricular activities, but in reality the travel considerations are likely to 
further lock out village pupils as they are equally remote from 4 schools as 
they currently are from 3.  The educational support is questionable as 
schools are larger and effectively more self-sufficient, support has also 
been demonstrated successfully to be independent of proximity, as seen by 
support offered by one of the Harpenden schools to Samuel Ryder 
Academy in St Albans.  Many of the support organisations require a greater 
critical mass than the 4 schools would offer, for example teaching alliance 
over greater St Albans, and of course Herts For Learning and other ex-
County educational groups.  Such support should thrive with the 
establishment of a school anywhere in the locality. 
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 (4.32) future growth is identified as a consideration.  For Harpenden Town 
an over-riding case for a fourth school would be made if the Town had 
sufficient pupils for 3.5 schools or more.  This ‘straw man’ approach would 
envisage local demand in excess of 660 pupils to provide 0.5 school over 
current capacity.  To deliver this (long term) requires an increase of over 
200 pupils approximately 7 Forms of Entry which on a long term basis 
would indicate an increase of over 5,500 homes in the Town – or a near 
50% increase.  Such scale of development would inevitably require large 
allocations to housing and would almost certainly look to have 
infrastructure provision woven in to the new housing area.  There are no 
plans for such a scale of growth.  In practice a single area with around half 
this growth would probably qualify for a localized provision with capacity 
being used to take up shortfalls elsewhere. 

 (4.44) sets ideal conditions for a site.  This includes sustainably located – 
the school has a very low proportion of pupils within 2km (and there are 
doubts over methodology for deriving this figure); Flat – (not the case); 
accessible to pedestrians (difficulties over the practicality of the proposal) 
and whole – which it technically qualifies as although with arguable remote 
and difficult to access playing fields. 

 (4.61) highlights transitional arrangements and speaks to available places 
across the two planning areas – in practice this is the very option that HCC 
reject as a permanent solution – providing a bridging location that can 
address significant local need and supplement both main areas when called 
upon to do so.  The additional places at Sandringham were largely taken up 
by Wheathampstead pupils (77/81) over three years, while Harpenden 
parents broadly rejected their allocation – 15 of which 9 allocated and 4 
retained by end of allocation process.  

 (5) The conclusions match the expectations of HCC’s general policy and do 
not draw from errors that have been identified to and accepted by HCC.  
The overall report makes no reference to the ability to secure places from 
local areas and provides a recipe for distant pupils to be excluded on 
grounds of distance in the future.  No reference is made to pupil travel as a 
consideration, however the total pupil miles across the area will inevitably 
increase if schools are concentrated. 
 

Summary - Needs 
 
We note that the additional published material added to the material provided to 
date.  It is however material that should have been available from the outset, and 
preferably at the beginning of the process to produce the application – it clearly 
was not.  Therefore the planning for the school was largely undertaken on the 
basis of previous work (on Need) which it appears was so far developed and 
under such time pressure that there is strong disincentive to return and plan the 
job in its correct sequence.  The wild variation in not only forecast outcomes but 
radical changes in approach and the introduction of untested mechanisms to 
convert output to a format that appears to support a predetermined position is 
cause for taking the process back to first principles and be seen to correctly 
approach the planning process.  When this is coupled with a clear absence to 
adapt forecasting and schools planning to counter a recognized and 
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acknowledged risk this destroys all credibility in the fundamentals of the 
process.  That there has been a long standing approach of deferring any related 
questions from the date of announcement to submission of Planning, a four year 
period in which many matters could have been addressed, further makes the 
case for refusing this application on the basis of utter lack of confidence being 
demonstrated in the underlying case. 
 
We have found that the evidence added required substantial work to understand 
the logic including finding previous information with relevance to the 
application.  This has been an intensive exercise and it affects all other aspects of 
the application. We will continue our review as stated based on submitted 
evidence and assumptions for omitted evidence and submit our follow up 
representation in other areas. 
 
 
 
 
Submitted by                      Right School Right Place, on behalf of members of our 
organization.  
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Appendix 1 
 
 
A number of letters have been submitted to Spatial Planning by our group 
covering matters in the application.   
 
Note letters were reference in Representation 1 (16 Nov 2017) and therefore not 
repeated in this version 
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Appendix 2 
 
Education Needs Assessment – 2015.  This document is included as a .pdf file 
downloaded from Hertfordshire county Council website, although it should be 
noted the document is still available for download at 
www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/media-library/documents/schools-and-
education/school-planning/harpenden-–-assessment-of-education-need.pdf - 
this link is valid at date of this submission.   
 
It should be noted that this document was first published between 5th and 9th 
February 2015 as part of a series of documents released into the public domain 
by HCC following completion of an assessment of sites by Vincent & Gorbing on 
behalf of HCC.  This included work from HCC to inform the consultancy project 
which had been commissioned in June 2014 and referred at that stage to a Needs 
Assessment in preparation to inform the consultancy.  The initial publication was 
first made under the cover of a “Final Draft”, however this was amended to 
“Final” in March 2015 after RSRP  (and possibly others) had pointed out that the 
report was described as Draft. 
 
 
Note – copies of documents were submitted to Planning Authority, they are 
also available at links given  

http://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/media-library/documents/schools-and-education/school-planning/harpenden-–-assessment-of-education-need.pdf
http://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/media-library/documents/schools-and-education/school-planning/harpenden-–-assessment-of-education-need.pdf
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Appendix 3 
 
Descriptive Text relating to 2017-18 Forecast information published on 
HCC website, current 30 November 2017: 
 

“Hertfordshire uses a software system to produce pupil forecasts to 

help assess the demand for school places across the County. 

We have recently migrated to a new forecasting system. This system 

is based on the same Hertfordshire education planning areas and 

uses the same data sources which Hertfordshire has relied upon in 

the past. 

The published interim forecast is the initial forecast from this new 

system. This is an interim forecast (at both primary and secondary 

level) which projects demand for places for the next four years, up to 

2020/21, while we embed the new system and review forecast 

assumptions. 

The exception is in Harpenden where, because of a pressing school 

place planning need, the interim secondary forecast projects 10 years 

ahead to 2026/27. 

The next forecast will be published as a mid-year update early in 

2018. Our new forecasting system provides us with a solid platform 

on which to plan for the right number of school places in the right 

locations into the future.” 
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Appendix 4 
 
Appendix 4 consists of two separate documents previously published by 
Hertfordshire County Council.  These are provided as .pdf files as downloaded 
from www.hertfordshire.gov.uk or its predecessor www.hertsdirect.org 
 
Appendix 4A is the ‘Meeting the Rising Demand (for School Places)’ (Secondary) 
report from 2010. 
 
Appendix 4B is the ‘Meeting the Rising Demand (for School Places)’ (Secondary) 
report from 2016.   
 
Note the reports provide summary information for the position two years ahead 
i.e. 2010 report opens with a summary of County position as predicted for the 
2012/13 academic year – this reflects the next round of applications that will 
follow the report.  It is noted that the 2010 report presented a selection of years 
in forecast form, and omitted some later years providing only the final position – 
ten years after the first year.  The forecast extracts provided in the Matthew 
Wilson letter of 8 November 2017 correspond to the data in the reports and 
include all year forecasts for the 2010 year.  It is also noted that the 2010 report 
when reporting the Harpenden EPA summary made reference to the St Albans 
EPA (essentially the Southern section of St Albans District) but did not include 
any data – the report highlighted a projected shortfall of 10-11 F.E.  (FE = form of 
entry or approx. 30 pupils expected to require school places in year 7 of a 
secondary school). 
 
 
  

http://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/
http://www.hertsdirect.org/
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Appendix 5 
 
The data below has been extracted from information published by HCC relating 
to Schools Admissions.  For the most part such information is published initially 
on ‘Allocation Day’ – which for Secondary Schools is in the first week of March in 
the year of entry.  Two further reports are published as allocation process 
progresses culminating in Continuing Interest 2 report on a school by school 
basis in Summer.  Further changes may happen through the Appeals process 
thereafter, but would not be visible until School Census data is made public, up 
to a year later and then not in same detail. 
 
Sources and success rates, measured by the numbers of applicants achieving one 
their ‘ranked’ applications are only published on Allocation Day; some schools 
that are operated as their own admission authority use County schemes to a 
minimum level only and do not declare the same range of information.  Former 
LEA schools that have converted to Academies tend to retain the more 
comprehensive declaration.  Report names vary but all can be accessed via the 
following link www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/services/schools-and-
education/school-admissions/research-a-school/school-admissions-previous-
years-statistics.aspx  
 
Data extracted is for Sandringham and illustrates its temporary use for 
Harpenden EPA pupils – as noted previously of 81 places allocated over 3 years 
77 have been to Wheathampstead pupils, 4 to Harpenden Town.   
 

 
 
Note the information included in the Matthew Wilson letter highlighted the 
number of pupils resident in Harpenden EPA and how many received places in 
EPA.  This will reflect some similar measure of success, but would not include 
pupils who opted for single sex or other school places outside Harpenden EPA 
from choice.  The in EPA figure does however indicate that the difference 
between attendance and places available (for most years at least the PAN of 572) 
are effectively places for pupils from outside the Harpenden EPA – these will 
include Boarders at St Georges (maximum 20 per annum offered). 

 
 

Harpenden Wheath'sted Kimpton HERTS High Priority Siblings Near (Pty) max dist Other Description

2008 96.37% 75.32% 50.00% 93.38% 3 80 97 -

2009 96.03% 83.13% 47.60% 92.85% 6 76 98 1723m -

2010 99.21% 70.18% 66.67% 95.48% 9 82 89 1492m -

2011 98.31% 96.39% 65.00% 95.68% 11 92 77 1442m -

2012 98.24% 81.33% 59.26% 94.70% 2 68 119 4338m 11 (priority area)

2013 96.24% 82.61% 63.64% 95.74% 5 57 104 4298m 14 (priority area)

2014 99.19% 80.00% 78.57% 94.84% 8 81 91 1443m -

2015 94.20% 82.72% 85.71% 94.86% 3 92 92 1610m 23 (Wh'std resd.)

2016 97.17% 93.26% 72.73% 95.03% 5 77 105 1303m 23 (Wh'std resd.)

2017 98.42% 94.12% 71.43% 94.42% 6 93 106 986m 35
(31 Wh'std res, 

4 Harp resd.)

Allocation Success (Ranked Allocations) Sandringham
Year

Note: from 2015 some reserved places were allocated at Sandringham for Wheathampstead and Harpenden pupils (Harpenden 2017 only) - without 

these places it is likely that Wheathampstead allocation rates would have been up 30% lower. The places were created by advanced enlargement work

Year 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

In EPA attendance 505 530 530 546 554 555 528

Total EPA pupils 545 584 585 600 674 643 659

Annual % 92.7% 90.8% 90.6% 91.0% 82.2% 86.3% 80.1%

http://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/services/schools-and-education/school-admissions/research-a-school/school-admissions-previous-years-statistics.aspx
http://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/services/schools-and-education/school-admissions/research-a-school/school-admissions-previous-years-statistics.aspx
http://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/services/schools-and-education/school-admissions/research-a-school/school-admissions-previous-years-statistics.aspx
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Appendix 6 
 
In September 2016 HCC presented information to the Planning Policy Committee 
of St Albans City and District Council to inform the Local Planning Authority of 
education requirements within the District throughout the duration of its 
emerging Local Plan for the period 2011-31.  The meeting is open to receipt of 
public questions, submitted in accordance with a protocol, which can be 
presented or read out at the meeting.  Following the issue of the agenda for the 
meeting           (on behalf of Right School, Right Place) submitted the following: 
 
<<Please find attached two matters relating to PPC. 

 

The first is a question submitted in line with Protocol (200 words - excludes reference 

which may not be relevant depending on answer). 

 

"At its Enterprise, Education and Skills Panel, 13 February 2015, Herts County 

Council advised it was submitting work undertaken by Vincent & Gorbing relating to 

Harpenden Education Planning Area (completed February 2015) to this Council 

relating to its Local Plan(1).  When did the Council receive this report and the 

supporting material and has it been presented to Committee members as part of the 

evidence base directly or in any summary form? 

In the supporting information compiled by HCC for its consultants, from primary 

pupil home postcode data HCC identified a peak demand of 499 AL5 (broadly 

Harpenden Town) pupils in peak year for secondary places in the Harpenden EPA. 

The current provision, all located in Harpenden, is set at admissions of 572 pupils, 

over 70 in excess of forecast peak local demand.  The latest forecasts show a 

substantial reduction in forecast demand, increasing the proportion of pupils travelling 

in from villages to existing and any additional new school.  How does the Local Plan 

address the traffic issues associated with large numbers of pupil drop-offs, 

particularly when the LEA is promoting a school site that is likely to have over 80% 

of pupils travelling from distance (DLP Appendix 1 D1(h) refers)." 

  

 Reference 

  
(1)        “3.8 The Council will also be submitting the work undertaken on our behalf by 

Vincent and Gorbing to St Albans City and District Council (SACDC), to provide 

evidence and assist in the ongoing preparation of their Strategic Local Plan and 

Detailed Local Plan. The County Council will reiterate the position that SACDC must 

make a land allocation for a new school.” – Extract from Report presented by HCC 

Officers at HCC Panel Meeting 13 Feb 2015. 

 

 

The second is a question, but about procedure and therefore not one for the meeting 

directly, unless it raises a point that the Chair or Committee feel they wish to publicly 

clarify: 

 

The agenda for PPC scheduled for 13 September contains items which relate to 

education provision in the District, notably items 9 and the education provision 

element of item 10.  It is noted that item 10 contains generic information similar to 

SLP in regard to locations for education provision, with some guidance on factors that 
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Planners may need to take into consideration on specific design elements.  Item 9 

contains no advance information, although work programme suggests this item is for 

“information”.  Therefore as presented, and available for consideration by the public 

in advance of the meeting, there are no proposals relating to specific potential 

locations (other than implied by SLP work particularly in relation to Education 

facilities associated with broad locations).  In these circumstances it would appear that 

Members are not being asked to consider locations at this stage – is this correct?  And, 

if correct, will the matter of (specific) locations for education facilities be open to 

public questions at a later date when locations are presented with supporting 

evidence? 

 

Thanks as always for your assistance in these matters. 

 

Regards 

 

                  >> 

 

The question was taken (at SADC PPC on 13 September 2016) and during the course 

of the response the Chair of the Committee requested some further information to 

support the numbers being quoted.  (It should be noted that the question protocol 

restricts questions to 200 words in the meeting and does not directly provide for 

detailed arguments to be explained).  Subsequently in the same meeting Herts County 

Council presented information relating to both Primary and Secondary education 

needs.  As indicated in the question above SADC accepted a further question relating 

to the September 2016 presentation at the next meeting, which was submitted along 

with the report contain at Appendix 6A 

 

Appendix 6A is separate attachment ‘Contribution to SADC PPC process Oct 2016’.  

This referenced other documents including the following which are included as 

further Appendices: 

 

Appendix 6B is titled Forecast of Pupil Places for Transport Appraisals.  This 

document was prepared by HCC to inform the suite of reports assembled by Vincent 

& Gorbing in 2015.  The document appears as ‘pplplcs4transapprsl’ and is a .pdf 

format. 

 

Appendix 6C is ‘Core Strategy Consultation Response 2011’, also in .pdf format.  It is 

HCC Property’s response to St Albans District Council’s Core Strategy Consultation 

in late 2010. 
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Appendix 7 
 
The Final Report of the Secondary School Place Planning Group to CSF OSC is a 
word document published by Hertfordshire County Council through the the 
Childrens Schools and Families Overview and Scrutiny Committee In October 
2006 (this document is available through HCC archived reports on 
www.hertfordshire.gov.uk  
 
The report is an investigation into difficulties experienced in the Harpenden 
Planning Area with School Allocations in 2006.  It was called under the urgent 
provisions for such enquiries and ran from Spring to Autumn 2006.  Reports on 
progress with its recommendations, which were fully accepted by HCC, occurred 
during the following year.  Of particular relevance is Recommendation 3 (of 12). 
 
The document is included as a separate document. 
 
 
 
The following link to the Children’s Schools and Families Overview and Scrutiny 
Committee of 11/10/06 was valid in April 2018 – the report is included as an 
agenda item: 
 
https://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/statweb/meetingsnov04toapr13/Children%
20Schools%20and%20Families%20Scrutiny%20Committee/20061011/docum
ents.html 
 
 
  

http://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/
https://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/statweb/meetingsnov04toapr13/Children%20Schools%20and%20Families%20Scrutiny%20Committee/20061011/documents.html
https://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/statweb/meetingsnov04toapr13/Children%20Schools%20and%20Families%20Scrutiny%20Committee/20061011/documents.html
https://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/statweb/meetingsnov04toapr13/Children%20Schools%20and%20Families%20Scrutiny%20Committee/20061011/documents.html
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Appendix 8 
 
“Delivering additional secondary school capacity town planning appraisal FINAL 
January 2011 text only” is an abridged version of a report submitted by HCC to 
SADC  in early 2011.  The abridged version has removed graphics, including title 
sheet through consideration of file size.  It was released in this format by SADC 
following HCC announcement of intent to purchase land (for this application) in 
September 2013.   
 
The document was authored by Vincent & Gorbing under commission from HCC 
and, as referred in contents, had accompanying detailed documents relating to 
sites in both Harpenden EPA and St Albans EPA.  It is understood that although 
referenced in the Core Strategy Consultation submission (Appendix 6C) this 
document was not made available at the same time and missed inclusion in 
SADC’s subsequent Local Plan consultation.  Reference to this document is also 
made in an HCC presentation to SADC’s Planning Policy Advisory Panel of 30 
November 2010 – this Panel has since been decommissioned and was 
superseded by Planning Policy Committee, although details are available, and 
minutes and presentation material included on SADC website 
(www.stalbans.gov.uk). 
 
  

http://www.stalbans.gov.uk/
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Appendix 9 
 
This document, ‘17_2204_FUL-TRANSPORT_ASSESSMENT_PART_6-344610.pdf’ 
forms part of a planning application submitted to Three Rivers District Council 
for a similar sized school as the Harpenden School.  This document is part of the 
Appendices to the Transport Assessment included with the Application.  Pages 
39-41 of the document relate to Appendix J which indicates where demand for 
the school has been located for year 1 of operation (120 pupils).  It is noted that 
76% of pupils live within 2km of the proposed permanent site.   


